Introducing **MyClearview**, a simple tool to help you select the **right health plan**. This is a major financial decision...as significant as a car or home purchase... **So, what’s the right plan?**

*The best plan choice is not necessarily the least expensive or even the most rich in coverage. It’s the plan that provides the **best value** – the one that covers anticipated medical services for the lowest cost with the features you need. Answer a few simple questions and you will see a comprehensive assessment and ranking of options, in less than 4 minutes!*

To access **MyClearview**:
- Go to: [www.clearviewlogix.com](http://www.clearviewlogix.com)
- Login button upper right corner
- User name: richmond
- Password: spiders

**MyClearview** is mobile-friendly. Give it a try!
Watch the video, then answer the questions to find the plan that works best for you!